
17032: "clouds seen in the park between august's school and our apartment in the 

little zoo park with chickens and sheep certainly affecting my imagination but 

also quite many recurrent images of devils"

16050: "very cold beginning of the summer despite being for a time in madrid 

leaving a rather warm utrecht but then going back to a fairly rainy and cold and 

much unstable stockholm where at last the weather got a bit nicer and august was 

able even to swim for a short time but then going to holland and there finding 

cold and rainy weather getting better only towards the end"

18046: "being quite much out and experiencing the wind in spain while walking the 

many small inner roads of madrid and toledo with myrthe but then also back in 

sweden particularly in a day with august walking across the all town and in the 

royal hunting reserve to then experience far less the wind anyhow never to strong 

going to stay with myrthe in the netherlands despite a one afternoon walking alone 

into utrech's suburbs"

01114: "a month of alternated intense work and relaxation going with myrthe to 

madrid and doing allot of walking and filming and then being back in sweden doing 

almost no activity while attending the department's conference yet slowly and 

later being with august in my apartment and kicking lamin how to have a period 

together just with my kid while fixing the floors lamin has scratched and fixing 

the bed so that i can sleep there with both august and myrthe when she comes to 

visit in the future after which i spent some time with jacek also walking and 

playing some tennis to then later work really hard again on the apartment and 

finally went over to myrthe in utrecht mostly being in her room working on my 

laptop with jason who came to network here and waiting for the bad weather to 

stop"

05049: "walking a lot despite the coldish beginning of the summer and thoroughly 

exploring the city of madrid and toledo with my love myrthe but also with some of 

my  relatives  like  my  step  sister  giulia  and  my  parents  to  then  be  back  in 

stockholm for two weeks and again walking with august quite allot particularly for 

saving  the  money  of  the  commuter  thus  walking  from  distant  stations  to  his 

mother's house but also together to the city covering many kilometers from one 

side to the other of the swedish capital and even in my suburbs walking together 

to a beach i found in the nature is left of the big harbour to then be with myrthe 

in the netherlands and do small walks also with my american old friend jason but 

particularly one alone along the river out in the suburbs of utrecht and then 

together again with myrthe in her native city of breda walking from her mother 

place to the empty city center and around and even with her mother who like 

walking and the families of her two brothers in a forest nearby where they grew 

up"

10053: "living in stockholm and meeting people mostly in sweden like a gypsy man 

who took over our uppsala apartment on whom i had to check becoming his friend and



talking about religion despite him being an ex boxer and a colleague at his 

dissertation party with a friend working for a union and very enthusiastic about 

my project but also a thai girl i met a jacek's birthday working with design and a 

very talkative man working in a church and very fond of italy with a very shy 

organist training on top in a very central church in stockholm where i also met a 

black guy from western africa who has left italy to look for jobs here and i 

invited him to eat an hamburger and later tried to help find a job as a sailor but 

without success"

12070: "aside for the usual bombs in the middle east several where the clashes 

and arrest in other muslim countries such as egypt but particularly north west 

china with the rebelling muslim minority there and some casualties in a forest 

fire in the states all news read rather regularly from the intenet at myrthe's 

place but not really at my place in stockholm where i still am in the process to 

get connected"

10_076: "filming mostly in sweden walking around with my son and alone both in 

stockholm and in my suburb till finally ending up in the netherlands once again 

and filming there mostly in the city of utrecht but also in breda where myrthe 

grew up and there for the first time filming the dutch nature while going out with 

her family"

13077: "beginning to film now for the first time with myrthe in the city of 

antwerp while also filming myself filming and later back in utrecht also going on 

bike rides along the canal through small very nice villages and leaving later for 

england finding a most nice weather and beautiful landscape walking east and west 

of the university of warwick filming all through out small and middle size and big 

city like kenilworth and the much bombed coventry and ultimately birmingham really 

enjoying the modern public spaces there"

02114: "still quite on the road and thus also have not so many dreams but with 

moments of high density like being home in sweden with my kid affected by my 

african roommate lamin who i have just kicked out but also resting very much with 

my girlfriend myrthe both in spain where i also met my italian family again and 

started dreaming about them but mostly in holland where i also had a few sexual 

dreams even one where i came and starting to have a few dreams about biking after 

biking  again  in  the  dutch  countryside  but  mostly  walking  after  long  walks 

accomplished in england through the countryside where few animals has affected me 

too but above all the colleagues and the giving lectures which has badly affected 

me after the bad evaluations i got from the students"

12071:  "news  mostly  collected  in  utrecht  using  my  girlfriend's  wireless 

connection but also during a summer school in coventry england and at the airport 

reading the news from the papers but even on the night news in the terminal 

monitors finding out of a big deadly flood in india and using my mother's mobile 

phone at last at the sea side in northern italy reading more of the bomb attacks



in iraq but mostly overall finding allot of deadly accidents in more civilized 

countries like a big train crash in canada and an airplane crash in america all 

causing very little casualties however"

15040: "quite clean air living with myrthe in tranquil utrecht and then going to 

birmingham and staying in the warwick university campus and breathing frash air 

rather than when walking into the city of coventry breathing the early morning 

traffic and then much breathed at airports spending the night in stockholm and 

smelling the airplane pollution while waiting for august and then again going to 

pick myrthe from the italian seaside that has very clean air to the airport 

through allot of traffic with trucks and jams"

04040:  "a  quite  unstable  period  having  to  reset  continuously  to  different 

realities feeling rather down probably based on the distance from my kid maybe 

emotionally accentuated by allot of love making with my love myrthe but mostly 

feeling rather depressed by academia having attended a conference in england with 

too much politics and having to regain my integrity by walking allot in the 

beautiful countryside finding back my soul and so also with myrthe having idyllic 

bike ride in the woods and gaining much happiness  and finally again feeling quite 

down when adjusting with my parents in the italian seaside but then getting happy 

again with myrthe and august on my side finding nice things to do in a wild beach 

like fishing crabs and building shelter despite the bad reactions of liselott 

since i did not manage to provide her a regular update on august due to the 

scarcity of internet connection"

05050: "in the nethralnds strolling with myrthe around utrecht but also visiting 

the city of antwerp and doing quite some walking with her there to then go to 

england and feeling like escaping the conference sedentary environment going for a 

major walk very early morning managing to reach the city of coventry from the 

warwick campus and later walking in an afternoon through the magnificent english 

landscape and forest reaching the side of the precious town of kingsworth till 

finally spending a short weekend with myrthe and her relative taking minor walks 

in the countryside after major bike rides and walking again with august and her in 

the sea side of lignano through the modern tourist center and much on the beach 

even at night with the full moon"

16051: "still a bit of cold weather also in belgium during and the netherlands 

but then going to england and finding a most amazing weather with the exception of 

only one day and also finding nice weather in the netherlands and a most amazing 

summer at the sea side in italy with much threat of thunder storms from the 

weather forecast but never experiencing one if not from the distance and at last 

not having to worry about the bad weather like in the previous summers in sweden"

18047: "experiencing very little strong wind but being out quite allot and in 

fact getting allot of wind variations but never so intense if not for a time 

waiting outside the airport but otherwise walking through the english ondulated



landscape and experiencing light breeze and then no breeze below the small hills

and really little wind experienced while at the italian seaside in lignano"


